
Combinatorial proof of Muhnik's theoremAlexander ShenAbstratA ombinatorial proof of Muhnik's theorem about onditional desriptions(odes, see [2℄) is given. It uses the notion of \online mathing" in a bipartitegraph that ould be interesing in its own right.1 Muhnik's theoremAn. Muhnik [2℄ has proved the following theorem:Theorem. Let a and b be two binary strings, K(a) < n and K(a|b) < k. Then thereexists a string p suh that
• K(a|p; b) ≤ O(logn);
• K(p) ≤ k +O(logn);
• K(p|a) ≤ O(logn).Here K(u) stands for the Kolmogorov omplexity of string u; onditional omplexityof u when v is known is denoted by K(u|v). The onstants hidden in O(logn) do notdepend on n; k; a; b.Informally, theorem says that there exists a program p that transforms b to a, has theminimal possible omplexity K(a|b) (up to a logarithmi term) and, moreover, is easilyobtained from a. (The last requirement is ruial, otherwise the statement beomes trivialand the shortest program that transforms b to a an be used.) We used a more abstratformulation to avoid referenes to programs.In many ases statements about Kolmogorov omplexity have ombinatorial ounter-parts (and sometimes it is easy to show the equivalene between omplexity and ombi-natorial statements). So it would be interesting to �nd a ombinatorial ounterpart ofthis theorem. Indeed, some equivalent statement (that involves some game on graphs)exists. (The general approah to translate statements in general reursion theory into theexistene of a winning strategy in some game is explained in [1℄.) However, this game israther ompliated. But there exist a stronger and more natural statement about onlinemathingA whih easily implies Muhnik's theorem and an be proved using the sameideas (slightly modi�ed) that were used by Muhnik in his original proof.2 On-line mathingsConsider a bipartite graph with left part L, right part R and set of edges E ⊂ L × R.Let s be some integer. We are interested in the following property of the graph:1Dagstuhl Seminar Proceedings 06051
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for any subset L′ of L of size at most s there exists a subset E ′ ⊂ E thatperforms a bijetion between L′ and some R′ ⊂ R.A neessary and suÆient ondition for this is provided by well known Hall theorem:for eah set L′ ⊂ L of size t ≤ s the set of all neighbors of elements of L′ ontains at leastt elements.
x

However, this ondition is not suÆient for the online version. In thisversion the adversary gives us elements of left part L (up to s elements)one by one. We should provide a ounterpart for eah given element x,i.e., to hoose some its neighbor y ∈ R not used before. This hoie is�nal and annot be hanged later.This is more diÆult. For example, for the graph shown one an �nda mathing for eah subset of size at most 2, but this annot be done online (the diÆultyarises if adversary starts with x).Now we formulate ombinatorial statement that implies Muhnik's theorem:Combinatorial statement. There exists a onstant  with the following property:for any integers n and k ≤ n there exists a bipartite graph E ⊂ L× R whose left part Lhas size 2n, right part R has size 2kn, eah vertex in L has at most n neighbors in R,and online mathing is possible up to size 2k.(So the size of the online mathing is lose to the size of R up to a polynomial fator,and the degree of all L-elements is polynomially bounded.)3 Proof of Muhnik's theoremLet us show how the ombinatorial statement implies Muhnik's theorem. Note �rstthat we may assume without loss of generality that length of string a (instead of itsomplexity) is less than n. Indeed, if we replae a by a shortest program that generatesa, all omplexities involving a hange only by O(logn) term.Then onsider the graph E provided by the ombinatorial statement. Its left part Lis interpreted as the set of all strings of length less than n; therefore, string a is elementof L. Let us enumerate strings x of length less than n suh that K(x|b) < k. There areat most 2k suh strings, and a is one of them. So it is possible to �nd an online mathingfor them (in the order they appear during the enumeration). Let p be an element of Rthat orrespongs to a in the mathing.Let us hek that p satis�es all the onditions of Muhnik's theorem. First of all,note that the graph E an be hosen in suh a way that its omplexity is O(logn).The ombinatorial statemenent guarantees that a graph with required properties exist.Knowing n and k, we an perform an exhaustive searh until the �rst graph with theseproperties is found. This graph is a omputable funtion of n and k, so its omplexitydoes not exeed K(n; k) = O(logn).If a is known (as well as n and k), then p an be spei�ed by an ordinal number of pin the list of a-neighbors. This list ontains at most n elements, so the ordinal numberrequires O(logn) bits. (And K(n; k) = O(logn) as we have already noted.)To speify p without knowing a, we give its ordinal number in R, whih is k+O(logn)bits long. (Again n and k are used, but this is another O(logn) bits.)2



Finally, to reonstrut a from b and p, we start the proess of enumerating all stringson lengths less than n that have onditional omplexity (relative to b, whih is known)less than k, and �nd R-ounterparts for them using the online mathing property, untilp appears. Then a is p's L-ounterpart.(Formally speaking, for given n and k we should searh for the graph G together withthe online mathing proedure, and then use the same proedure both for onstruting pand for reonstruting a from b and p.)4 On-line mathings existIt remains to provide a proof for the ombinatorial statement. This proof follows theoriginal Muhnik's argument adapted for the ombinatorial setting and onsists of severalsteps.O�ine versionFirst, let us prove a weaker statement that deals only with o�ine mathings (or, better,with neessary and suÆient onditions for them provided by Hall theorem).O�ine version. There exists a onstant  with the following property: for anyintegers n and k ≤ n there exists a bipartite graph E ⊂ L×R whose left part L has size2n, right part R has size 2kn, eah vertex in L has at most n neighbors in R and or anysubset X ⊂ L of size t ≤ 2k the set N(X) of all neighbors of all elements of X ontainsat least t elements.Let us prove this statement using the probabilisti argument. Probability distribution:n for eah vertex l ∈ L are hosen uniformly in R and are independent (for di�erent land for di�erent neighbors of aa given l). In this way we obtain a (random) graph whereall verties in L have degree at most n (it ould be less if two independent hoies for agiven vertex oinide).We laim that this random graph has the required property with positive probability.If it does not, there exists some set X ⊂ L of some size t ≤ n and some set Y of sizeless than t suh that all neighbors of all elements of X belong to Y . For a �xed X andY the probability of this event is bounded by
( 1n)tnsine we made tn independent hoies (n times for eah of t elements) and the probabilityto get into Y for one hoie is at most 1=n (the set Y overs at most 1=n fration of R).To get a bound for a probability of violating the requirement, we multiply this boundby the number of pairs X, Y . The set X an be hosen in at most (2n)t di�erent ways(for eah element of t elements we have at most 2n hoies; atually the number is smallersine the order of elements does not matter), and for Y we have at most (2kn)t hoies.This is for a �xed t; we need then to add these bounds for all t ≤ 2k. Therefore the totalbound is 2k

∑t=1 ( 1n)tn (2n)t (2kn)t3



This is a geometri series; the sum is less than 1 (whih is our goal) if the base is small.Indeed, the base is
( 1n)n (2n) (2kn) = 2n+kn(n−1)and  = 2 makes it small (it even tends to zero as n → ∞). O�ine version is proved.Online modi�ationsAssume that graph E ⊂ L×R satis�es the onditions for the o�ine version (for given nand k). Now we use the same graph in online setting with the following straightforward(\greedy") strategy. When a new element x ∈ L arrives, we hek if it has neighbors thatare not used yet. If yes, one of these neighbors is hosen to be a ounterpart of x. If not,x is \rejeted".Before we explain what to do with the rejeted elements, let us prove that at mosthalf of 2k given elements ould be rejeted. Assume that more than 2k−1 elements arerejeted. Then less than 2k−1 elements are served and therefore less than 2k−1 elementsof R are used as ounterparts. But all neighbors of all rejeted elements are used (sinethis is the only reason for rejetion), and we get the ontradition with the ondition#N(X) ≥ #X if X is the set of rejeted elements.Now we need to deal with rejeted elements. They are forwarded to the \next layer"where the task is to �nd online mathing for 2k−1 elements. If we an do this, then weombine both graphs using the same L and disjoint right parts R1 and R2. And theelements rejeted at the �rst layer are satis�ed at the seond one. In other terms: (n; k)online problem is redued to (n; k) o�ine problem and (n; k − 1) online problem. Thelatter an then be redued to (n; k − 1) o�ine and (n; k − 2) online problems et.Finally we get k levels. Eah level satis�es at least half of the requests and forwardsthe remaining half to the next layer. After k levels of �ltering only one request an beleft unserved, and one more layer is enough. (Note that we may use the same graph onall layers.)More preisely, we have proved the following statement: Let E ⊂ L × R be a graphthat satis�es the onditions of the o�ine version for given n and k. Replae eah elementin R by (k+1) opies, all onneted to the same elements of L as before. Then new graphprovides online mathings up to size 2k.Note that this onstrution multiplies the size of R and the degree of verties in L by(k + 1), so they remain polynomial in n.The ombinatorial statement is proven.5 QuestionsIt would be interesting to �nd

• a more diret proof of ombinatorial statement, without �rst proving its o�ineversion;
• an expliit onstrution for graphs with the required property;
• what is the omputational omplexity of the problem \ompute a maximal t suhthat given graph allows online mathings of size t";4



• a ombinatorial statement that would imply not only Muhnik theorem but alsoWolf { Slepyan theorem (its ounterpart in Shannon information theory);
• the onnetion between this result and known results about expander and extratorgraphs. AknowledmentsThis artile is based on the disussions and results reported at the Kolmogorov seminar(Mosow). The author is grateful to all partiipants of the seminar for many usefulomments. I am thankful to Laboratoire d'Informatique Fondamentale de Marseille forhospitality and support.Referenes[1℄ íÕÞÎÉË áÎ.á. ïÂ ÏÓÎÏ×ÎÙÈ ÓÔÒÕËÔÕÒÁÈ ÄÅÓËÒÉ�ÔÉ×ÎÏÊ ÔÅÏÒÉÉ ÁÌÇÏÒÉÔÍÏ×.äÏËÌÁÄÙ áËÁÄÅÍÉÉ îÁÕË óóóò, Ô. 285, � 2 (1985) 280{283. Translation:An.A. Muhnik, On basi strutures of the desriptive theory of algorithms. SovietMath. Dokl., 32, 671{674 (1985)[2℄ An. Muhnik, Conditional omplexity and odes, Theoretial Computer Siene,v. 271, no. 1{2, p. 97{109 (2002).
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